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Figure 2. Case example: a homozygous inversion adjacent to 
a homozygous deletion in NA19240. A, annotated SAB screen 
capture. The mate pairs with flipped tags on their right or left ends 
are displayed in red or green, respectively. Normal in-range mates 
are displayed in black. The slashed regions indicates a deletion; B, 
schematic comparison between the same genomic regions in 
the reference and the sequences sample. The mate pairs in 
both genomes are shown in a matching order; C, validation 
design. Small arrows indicate primers; D. Validation results.
Both the homozygous inversion and the deletion are validated. 
Note the without deletion, Size(AB)+Size(CD)=Size(AC)+Size(BD)

Structural variations (SVs) in are important aspects of genetic variations that define individual genotypes and 

phenotypes. For example, chromosomal inversions are associated with Angelman Syndrom, Hemophilia A and other 

abnormalities [1-3]. The next generation of DNA sequencing platforms produces sequencing reads with increased depth 

of coverage but reduced read length and lower per-base accuracy than data from Sanger-based DNA sequencing. The 

reduction in sequencing error enabled by 2-base encoding in the SOLiD™ system allows more accurate alignment of 

short reads and resolving of complex SVs. We used high-throughput SOLiDTM sequencing with paired-end tags to study 

SVs in three HAPMAP genomes NA18507 (Yoruba male, 6x), NA19240 (Yoruba female, 14x), and NA12878 (CEPH 

female, 12x). 
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A deletion, an inversion or a translocation is 

defined by two breakpoints while an insertion by a sole 

breakpoint. The supporting evidence for occurrence of 

breakpoints is scored for each base pair in the 

genome. The regions corresponding to local peaks of 

the scores are called as candidate breakpoint ranges 

and bridged to form junctions of various orientations. 

Different types of SVs can be parsed out using 

combination of junctions. Each breakpoint range is 

then scanned for coverage of normal mate pairs to 

identify a sub-range with the lowest normal mate pair 

coverage as the most probable breakpoint locations, 

and to differentiate homozygous structural variants 

from heterozygous ones. The supporting mate pairs of 

all SVs can be visually inspected using SOLiDTM

Alignment Browser (SAB). The output of this pipeline is 

comparable with other in-house and external tools [4], 

and the results have been validated by PCR. For 

example, we tested 29 out of the 119 inversions found 

in NA19240, 21 of which were fully validated and 5 

were partially validated.

Figure 1. Circle diagram of SVs in NA19240. The 
chromosome numbers are listed around the circle (23=chrX, 
24=chrY and 25=chrM). chromosome Thickness and colors of 
edges represent the numbers of supporting mate pairs and 
orientation of junctions. Red and green edges indicate inversion
(Left-Left and Right-Right) junctions, while blue edges (Left-
Right junctions) are typically for insertions and deletions. 
Translocations are marked by dashed lines.


